
 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION MODEL #599-GA

You will need 18 -Candelabra Base Bulb 

40 Watts Recommended  40 Watts Max.

 USE LED BULBS FOR EXTENDED USE

How to install

1.

2.

3.

4.Open the center canopy and connect 
   the 2 fixture wires onto the wire 
   terminal block then after the center 
   canopy.

Insert recommended bulb (not 
   included).

Take 3 small hanging chains and 
   attach the quick links at one of the 
   ends to each of the rings on the first 
   leaf assembly.  Take the other end 
   of the small hanging chains and 
   attach it to each of the rings inside 
   the second leaf assembly.

Weave the fixture wires through the 
   small chain until it reaches the 
   center canopy.
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Note:

This fixture is over 50lbs and it must be installed by means of 
supports that are independent of the outlet box.

 THIS FIXTURE IS DAMP RATED
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 PART NUMBER   MODEL #599-GA
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A. (1) - Mounting Hardware
B. (1) - Top Canopy(W5.25",H1.25") #XRE599GACAN5.25IN.
C. (1) - Collar Ring
D. (1) - Collar Loop #XRE599GALOOP 
E. (2) - Quick Link1 
F. (1) - Hanging Chain1(72",6mm) #XRE599GACHA6MM
G. (1) - Fixture Loop
H. (1) - Center Canopy(W5.25",H1.25") #XRE599GAMIDCAN5.25IN
I. (12) - Quick Link2
J. (6) - Small Chain(each17.25",5mm) #XRE599GASMCHA5MM
K. (1) - First Leaf Assembly
L. (1) - Second Leaf Assembly
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1.Pass the longer threaded pipe on the hickey 
   through the outlet box and onto the ceiling joist 
   using hex nuts.

2.Slid collar ring and canopy over 
   the chain and thread screw 
   collar onto the shorter nipple on 
   the hickey.
3.Connect the chain to the fixture 
   loop and screw collar 
   separately.
4.Feed wires and safety cable up
   through chain and screw collar 
   and pass them through the side 
   of hickey.
5.Feed the safety cable through 
   the lock and tighten it down with 
   the lock screw. Continue to run 
   the cable though the top of 
   outlet box and secure it onto the 
   ceiling joist.

How to mount the fixture into the ceiling.
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